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A Sliding Window Decorrelating Receiver for
Multiuser DS-CDMA Mobile Radio Networks
S. S. H. Wijayasuriya, Member, ZEEE, G. H. Norton, and J. P. McGeehan
Abstract-In this paper we detail the development of a near-far
(NF) resistant sliding window decorrelating algorithm (SLWA)
that overcomes the near-far problem (NFP) pertaining to the
conventional linear correlation receiver (CLCR) and alleviates
some of the limitations of the standard decorrelator [l].The
SLWA architecture is extended to incorporate differentially coherent multipath (RAKE) diversity combining techniques and
hence achieves simultaneous rejection of multiuser and multipath
interference. This paper also presents a novel algorithm for the
updating of decorrelator coefficients using a fully parallel architecture. We present a mathematical model for the performance
of a sliding window scheme, the main contribution of which is
the analysis of finite sequence length multipath decorrelation
under the practical limitation of incomplete RAKE combining.
In addition to numerical results, we present results pertaining to
capacity improvements achieved over the CLCR, derived from a
simulation of a multiuser direct-sequence code-division mnltipleaccess (DS-CDMA) mobile radio system.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, direct-sequence code-division multipleaccess (DS-CDMA) has been actively considered as a
candidate-access technique for future generation mobile radio
systems. With the resurgence of interest in this technique
for commercial application, the near-far problem ("P)has
been generally accepted as the principal shortcoming of conventional DS-CDMA reception techniques, with respect to
a mobile radio environment. The first DS-CDMA prototype
systems have been recently commissioned in the United States
[2] and use a closed-loop power control strategy to overcome
the NFP. As will be discussed, this solution approach has
many limitations, including the feasibility at practical vehicle
speeds [3], [4]. Much research has, therefore, been directed
toward the development of near-far (NF) resistant receivers.
Of the alternative strategies proposed in the literature, the
decorrelation concept has emerged as the most attractive
for a centralized base station solution, given the dynamic
nature of the mobile radio channel. As will be shown in
this paper, however, the standard decorrelator proposed by [l]
has many shortcomings that inhibit practical implementation.
In this paper we propose a sliding window decorrelating
algorithm (SLWA) that alleviates many of the shortcomings
(complexity issues and otherwise) of the standard decorrelator,
while achieving the same asymptotic performance. There is,
however, a restriction on the applicability of the SLWA in
that the transmit data has to be encoded using a convolutional error correcting code. This requirement is discussed
Manuscript received August 18, 1993; revised May 2, 1994.
The authors are with the University of Bristol, Centre for Communications
Research, Bristol BS8 lTR, UK.
Publisher Item Identifier S 0018-9545(96)00951-6.

further in Section 11. It follows that the algorithm cannot be
used in conjunction with arbitrary uncoded DS-CDMA data
transmissions.
It has been established [l], [5]-[7], that the NFP is an
inherent shortcoming of the CLCR and not of the DS-CDMA
concept itself. Contrary to traditional interpretation, the NF
problem (as the term may imply) does not originate solely from
differences in propagation loss. In a cellular-type mobile radio
environment, the impact of multiuser interference, as perceived
by a single-user detector, can be attributed to the following
effects: 1) propagation loss and shadowing, 2) fast fading
and 3) multipath propagation in a time-dispersive channel.
It is conceivable that effect 1) can be easily ameliorated
using a slow or open-loop power control strategy. Multipath
fading effects, however, result in the received signals along
multiple paths exhibiting independent fast fading. From a
power control point of view, the latter source of received
energy variation poses a much more complex problem than that
due to shadowing (slow fading) or propagation loss. Here we
reiterate the views of Turin [SI, who stressed the devastating
effects of fast fading and multipath propagation as a variant of
the classical NFP, and the concerns expressed by researchers
[4], [SI regarding the feasibility and success of rapid power
control strategies at practical vehicle speeds.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section
I1 we outline the multiuser reception problem, basing the
discussion on the multiuser DS-CDMA communication model
[9]. After a brief review of other solutions to the near-far
problem proposed in the literature with particular emphasis
on the linear time invariant (LTI) decorrelator, we proceed to
develop the SLWA. In Section 111, we dwell briefly on the
mobile radio communication channel and extend the SLWA
to a differentially coherent multipath (RAKE) decorrelator.
The performance of the receiver is evaluated by simulation
and capacity comparisons made with the conventional linear
correlation receiver (CLCR). In Section IV, a novel algorithm
is proposed for the updating of decorrelator coefficients in
response to changes in the multiuser configuration and processing requirements estimated. Section V is devoted to a
mathematical model for the bit error rate (BER) performance
of a sliding window decorrelator in AWGN and multipath
fading channels. Finally, in Section VI conclusions are drawn
from the work presented in this paper.
11. A SLIDINGWINDOWDECORRELATING
ALGORITHM
Consider the problem of the mobile-to-base station (reverse)
link in a multiuser network. The source'of the NF problem
lies in the fact that the CLCR output possesses a spurious
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component linear in the amplitude of each of the interfering
users.
~

y(Z) = R(-l)W(Z

A. Multiuser DS-CDMA Model
References [l], [5], and [9] describe the multiuser communication model that is the basis for the class of linear
detectors and the standard (LTI) decorrelator defined by [l].
The algorithm developed in this paper is designed to alleviate
some of the shortcomings of the LTI decorrelator.

B. Terminology
Let us consider a system consisting of K users and a
transmission of arbitrary length N . Let b k ( i ) , w k ( i ) ,y k ( i ) , and
s k ( t ) be respectively the ith data bit, the received energy of
this data bit, corresponding matched filter output, and signature
waveform of the kth user. Let n ( t ) be the AWGN. We consider
a K user system and denote the symbol period by T . Assume
the users are numbered according to their delays ~ i so
, that
0 5 r1 5 r, . . . 5 TK < T . Also define
if 0 1. t 1. T
otherwise.

C. Discrete Time Model
The CLCR output y k ( i ) can be written

where
M

,ace

s”k(t - ZT

-~

k

. s”k(t - ZT - ~

d t)

k d t)

00

S, =

n(t)s”k(t

-

ZT

-~

k d t) .

Let R(Z) be the K x K normalized signal crosscorrelation
matrices such that

It follows that

R ( Z )= o for

111 > I;

R(-Z)= R ~ ( z ) .

(4)

We use a vector notation for the matched filter outputs, transmit data, and noise (e.g., y(Z) = [yl(Z), yz(Z), . . . , y ~ ( 1 ) ] ) ,and
also define a received energy matrix

W ( 0 = diag

The matched filter output can be written as the output of a
discrete time model

(m,
m,.
‘ . ,d

a ) .

(5)

S
1 of (2) is the term we seek for the kth user. S2 is the multiple
access (MA) interference comprising interference from I + lth,
Zth and 1 - lth bits of other users, and S, the thermal noise.

+ l)b(Z + 1)+ R(O)W(Z)b(Z)
+R(l)W(Z l)b(l- 1) + n ( l )
-

(6)

where n(Z) is the matched filter output noise vector at time
instant t = IT with autocorrelation matrix given by

E[n(i)nT(j)]
= 2R(i-j ) .

(7)

The partial correlation matrices can be computed from information available at the base station, or tabulated for moderate
code sets and lengths [lo]. The table should be indexed by the
pair of interfering codes and the relative delay.
D. Solutions to the Near-Far Problem

Much of the work on multiuser detection has been motivated
by the work of Verdu [5] who shows that the performance to
be gained by optimum demodulation, over the CLCR is very
significant. From a practical and commercial perspective, the
research into near-far resistant detection is also motivated by
the skepticism regarding the feasibility of rapid power control
[ 2 ] , [4], [SI at practical vehicle speeds. Solutions proposed in
the literature can be classified as follows. Probabilistic methods
include the optimum multiuser detector [5] and the sequential
decoding algorithm proposed in [6]. The complexity of these
algorithms precludes their application in a mobile-radio-type
application. In particular, the complexity of the optimum
detector increases exponentially with the number of users in
the system. Another class of multiuser interference cancellation algorithm includes detectors that employ the principles
of postcorrelation and precorrelation interference regeneration
and cancellation. Multistage postcorrelation detection has been
proposed in [7] and [ll], and is motivated by the fact that
restricting the decision statistics to be linear functions of the
sufficient statistics, as in the case of decorrelating solutions,
is not optimum for the detection of weak signals. Precorrelation (successive) interference cancellation [121-[ 141 offers
a complexity advantage over postcorrelation techniques, since
each user needs to be canceled only once. Both postcorrelation
and precorrelation interference cancellation techniques require
accurate knowledge of received energies. This requirement is a
stringent one in mobile radio channels where rapid fluctuations
need to be tracked accurately in the presence of multiuser
interference. Lupas and Verdu [l] and [E] pioneered the
work on linear detectors and, in particular, developed the LTI
decorrelator. An important feature of the decorrelator is the
fact that it does not require knowledge of received energies.
In fact, the decorrelator is the maximum likelihood detector
when the received energies are unknown. A decision feedback
decorrelator for synchronous DS-CDMA channels is proposed
in [16], which combines the ideas of decorrelation and successive cancellation. Here, too, the limitations of the decorrelator
with respect to weaker signals is recognized, and a solution
is proposed that is optimum with respect to the detection of
such signals, provided accurate estimates of received energies
are available. A scheme for received energy estimation based
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on linear predictive principles is proposed in [16]; however,
it is conceded that the decision-feedback scheme must revert
to standard decorrelation under circumstances where received
energies are too rapid to be modeled as a linear combination
of past estimates. The frequency with which such a scenario
might arise in a multipath fading environment has not been
established. The solution proposed also uses a noise-whitening
process that renders the thermal noise components in the
decision statistics uncorrelated, with resulting improvements
in performance, especially under low SNR.
We work from the rationale that for a multiuser mobile radio
application, it is prudent to assume that received energies and
phases are unknown. Such a scheme will not be dependent
on the feasibility of implementing a subsystem that is capable
of tracking energies of all users and multipaths in the presence of multiuser interference. Furthermore, complexity issues
are important. The computations required by an algorithm
can be separated into overhead (or setup) and per-iteration
components. The latter will be reflected in system processing delays, whereas the former can be performed off-line.
It is, hence, necessary to minimize per-iteration operations.
Competing algorithms to the decorrelator (e.g., interference
regeneration and cancellation algorithms [ 111-[ 141) have high
per-iteration cost with most operations being performed at
every symbol interval. In this respect a decorrelating algorithm
is probably the most inexpensive multiuser detection technique
to implement on a per-symbol basis [17] and is analogous to
applying a zero forcing equalizer to the CLCR outputs. There
is, however a significant cost of recomputation (setup) of the
linear system solution. Complexity issues are discussed further
in Section IV. Based on the above, it is necessary to begin with
the standard decorrelator, as proposed by [l]. The detector is
shown to have several short comings with respect to a mobile
radio application, which motivates the development of a finite
sequence length decorrelating algorithm that achieves the same
asymptotic performance as the standard decorrelator.
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combinations of user codes and timing cannot be guaranteed
[ 11. The complexity of filter derivation makes recomputation
of the linear system computationally expensive. It follows that
the standard decorrelator is inflexible to changes in the system
(e.& new users in the system, timing drift, multipath selection,
or voice activity exploitation), which result in changes in
the cross-correlation coefficients. Furthermore, the IIR filter
formualtion involves considerable processing delay in order to
maintain accuracy (truncation of IIR filter coefficients). These
shortcomings of the standard decorrelator inhibit application
in a mobile radio environment and motivate the development
of the SLWA. Using an infinite length assumption (as in
the LTI case) places no demands on the cooperation among
multiple mobile users in the system. A finite sequence length
formulation in contrast implies that no data is transmitted for
one bit period by any user in the system prior to or following
the data block, thereby rendering the system memoryless
outside the block transmitted. In the case of a practical mobile
radio network, this would demand a high degree of cooperation among users, which in turn would place unacceptable
demands on the networking protocols. The finite sequence
length decorrelation problem can be formulated as in [ 181

Y = RWb+N.

(10)

The terms of (10) are expanded in (11) below (setting

M = 0, N = N ) . 8 is an N K x N K matrix, the inversion of
which is not feasible for practical sequence length ( N ) values.
!3l however, is block tridiagonal, and this property can be
exploited.

E. The Linear Time Invariant Decorrelator

We target our decorrelating algorithm at MA limited channels where the dominant source of interference is the presence
of multiple users rather than thermal noise. From the definition
of near-far resistance (NFR) [l], it is clear that a receiver is
NF-resistant, provided there is no irreducible probability of
error due to the presence of interfering users.
Assuming an infinite length transmission, Lupas and Verdu
[l] propose an LTI filter implementation of the decorrelation
process. The filter has transfer function

y(M+2)
Y(M+3)

where

-y(MiN)-

S ( z ) = R'(1)x

+ R(0)+ R(1)x-1.

-R(O) R(-1)

-dM+1) =

...

0

R(1)

R(O)

R(-l)

0

R(1)

R(0)

...

...

- 0

*.*

0 0

.*.

0

R(1) R h -

(9)

Since each element of S ( z ) will be a polynomial of the
form a2-l + b + cx, the solution involves inverting a K x K
matrix, the elements of which are second-order polynomials
in z . The resulting filter is noncausal, and its existence for all

ib(M

L 1
N)
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where

2 ) Prediction Using Convolutional Coding: The problem
at hand is the requirement to be able to predict the polarity of
NT = [n(M I), n ( M 2), n ( M 3 ) , . . . ,n ( M fi)] future data based on the polarity of received data. This requires
that the received data transmission have some deterministic
and
structure. Convolutional encoding is performed by a finite state
W=diag[W(M+l), W(M+2),W(M+3),...,
machine and could be described as possessing this property.
.W ( M N ) ] .
If this structure can be identified and exploited to provide
predictive capability, the redundancy associated with error
The linear system (11) is invalid as it stands (unless M = 0),
correction coding will serve the dual purpose of aiding the
since according to the discrete time model (6). y(M + 1)
prediction as well as providing error correcting capability at
contains an interference component determined by b ( M ) ,and
the next stage of the receiver.
similarly for y(M fi) and b(M fi 1). If a continuous
The required property has been identified empirically [lo],
valued transmit data vector is defined
[18], and supported with algebraic analysis [21]. The predictive property that arises from the uniqueness of trellis paths
W B ( i )= [ v 4 G m b l ( i ) , m b z ( i ) . . ' &i"(i)l
associated with encoded sequences (TPU property; see [io],
it is clear that the required correction terms are R(l)WB(M) [21]), can be defined as follows.
in the case of y(M 1),and R ( - l ) W B ( M
fi 1) in the Property 2.1: For a code of constraint length m + 1 and
case of y(M + N ) . A modified input vector X is now defined code rate R = l / n , observing m consecwive sets (n bits) of
outputs (nm bits), uniquely defines a path connecting m + 1
z ( M 1) = y(M 1) - R ( l ) W B ( M )
states, and hence uniquely defines the current ( m 1)" state
on
this path. If the next bit of output is also known, this path
5 ( M fi) = y(M + fi) - R ( - l ) W B ( M fi f 1)
uniquely determines the next n - 1 output bits.
A look-up table indexed by history data can be used
z ( + i)
~ = y ( +~
i) for 1 < i < fi.
(12) to provide efficient prediction. This and other features and
The problem has been reduced to one of obtaining reasonable applications of the prediction algorithm and TPU property are
estimates of the terms W B ( M ) and W B ( M fi l ) , discussed in detail in [lo], and [21].
The prediction does not rely on a decision made by the
and solving the linear system X = %Wb N , 5fl block
conventional detector and, in this respect is independent of
tridiagonal.
1 ) Estimation of Edge Correction Terms: Provided the re- the relative energies of the users. From here on we consider
ceiver is initialized in a suitable manner, W B ( M )is clearly a rate 1/2 code for the decorrelating application. As discussed
available from the previous iteration. This provides an exact in [ls], a two-stage prediction is required. It is important to
estimate when the noise power spectral density (PSD) is zero, note that the predictive property can be applied once every
thus satisfying the NF resistant condition. We next consider the encoded symbol (two bits in the case of a half rate code). In the
prediction of unexplored data. Since we assume that MA inter- case of the SLWA, this is easily accommodated by sliding the
ference is the dominant source of interference and underpins window by two vectors each iteration. It is, however, necessary
our investigation, we cannot approximate @Z(M fi 1) to position the data within the window so that the required
by g ( M fi 1).Several finite sequence length decorrelator history data is always available to the prediction algorithm.
architectures are proposed in [19]. Estimation of unexplored Convolutional interleaving is used to achieve this. In order
data is of crucial importance in a asynchronous system. The to simplify the notation, we denote the (half rate) encoder
solutions proposed in [19] are based on using the matched outputs as A(1) : A ( 2 ) , B(1): B(2), and so on, A , I?,
filter output to estimate unexplored data. The performance represent output symbols with the index within the parenthesis
degradation due to using this approach, especially under representing the bits within the symbol. For this example, we
multiple access limited conditions, is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. use a window length of 6. Fig. 1 shows schematically the
We use the notation
.) and &(.), as it is necessary to make contents of a window (after interleaving) at a particular instant
independent estimates for these vectors. Linear predictive in time. The prediction involves two steps: 1) predict F ( 2 )
methods have been used [20] for the prediction of fading using F(l),E ( l ) , E(2), D(1), D(2), followed by 2) predict
envelopes. It was found, however, that the added complexity the required G(2) from G(1), F ( l ) , F ( 2 ) , E ( l ) , E(2).
We now have all the information required to perform the
was not justified by the marginal gain in perfromance. We
prefer to use W ( M fi 1) z @(Ad
fi - 1) because it edge correction. It is important to note that the edge correction
is simple to implement and sufficiently accurate under most strategy is independent of the transmissions of other users
fading conditions. Next, we focus on the predictiodestimation and their relative energies. Perfect edge correction is achieved
of future data bit values, Le., b ( M + f i + l ) . For reasons already in the absence of thermal noise. It follows that there is no
discussed a simple solution based on the CLCR approximation irreducible error rate due to the presence of multiple users in
b ( M + k + 1) = sgn ( y ( M + f i + l ) ) introduces an element of the system, and the algorithm is near-far resistant by definition
NF dependence. Hence, we propose a solution that identifies [i]. Finally, to solve the linear system
a novel use for the predictive properties of a noncatastrophic
convolutional code that possesses the trellis path uniqueness
(TPU) property [lo], and [21].
X=%Wb+N
(13)
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the block tridiagonal structure of % can be exploited by using

G. Near-Far Resistance of SLWA

LU decomposition to reduce the solution to the following

From the above, it is clear that our algorithm is NF-resistant
by definition by virtue of an edge-correction strategy that is
independent of user energies in the absence of thermal noise.
We also confirm NF-Resistance by simulating a multiuser
asynchronous DS-CDMA system in AWGN. Fig. 3 shows
results obtained using Gold Codes of length 127. To represent
a simple NF situation, one of the interferers transmits at 0, 20,
and 40 dB relative to the level of the desired user NFR of 0,
20, and 40 dB. The other users in the system have the same
received S N R as the desired user. It is assumed that perfect
timing with regard to sampling the matched filter output at
each data bit interval is obtained. The bit-error-rate (BER) of
the SLWA is reduced to zero in the absence of thermal noise,
irrespective of the number of users in the system or the power
of the strong interferer. NF resistance is hence established. The
performance of the CLCR is seen to be affected drastically
by the power level of the strong interferer. Performance at

recurrences
21 = R(o>-lR(-l)
Zk

= (R(0)- R(1)&1)-1R(-l)

IC=2,3-N
W1 = R(O)-ly(M

+ 1)

W k = (R(0)- R(l)Zk-l)-l(y(M
-

+ IC)

R(1)Wk-l)

k = 2, 3 . . . N

W B ( M + fi) =
W B ( M IC) = w
k- ZkWB(M

w,

+

+ k + 1)

k=N-1, N-2.e.1.

(14)

Fig. 2 is a schmatic representation of the proposed algorithm.
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an operating SNR is also shown. Decorrelation (since it is
a zero forcing technique) suffers from noise enhancement
[16], and [22] but is insensitive to the number (or energies
of) users in the system for the case under consideration. At
this stage, it is instructive to compare the performance of the
SLWA with that of other detection strategies proposed in the
literature [l], [7], [16]. The performance of the decorrelator,
CLCR, multistage, optimum, and optimum linear receivers for
the bandwidth-efficient two-user case and for a system with
spreading factor (SF) 7, and four users is given in Figs. 2
and 5(d) of [7] respectively. The performance of the decision
feedback decorrelator for the same cases is given by Figs. 2
and 3 of [16]. We evaluate the performance of the SLWA
by simulation for the same scenarios in Fig. 4. For the fouruser case, the same Gold sequences as those in [7] and [16]
are used. It was verified that for synchronous DS-CDMA
(assumed in [7] and [16]), the performance of the SLWA was
identical to that of the decorrelator since no edge correction is
involved. The curves of Fig. 4 are for the asynchronous case.
The performance of the SLWA deviates from the decorrelator
when the number of edge correction errors (increase when
SNR of interferes is low) and their impact (increase when
relative SNR of interferes is high) becomes significant. It is
important to note the impact of relative energies on SLWA
performance in the case of a bandwidth-efficient configuration.
This is in contrast to the relatively lightly loaded case depicted
by Fig. 3 where the NFR curves for the SLWA coincide for
the 10 dB case. It is clear from a comparison with the results
of [7], and [16] that the multistage receivers and decision
feedback decorrelator provide superior performance in the case
of the detection of weaker users. It must be noted, however,
that these techniques assume knowledge of received energies
that the SLWA does not.
It is not possible to investigate bandwidth-efficient scenarios
for large user configurations because of prohibitive simulation
time. The performance under such conditions for AWGN and
fading channels is evaluated using the mathematical model of

9M3

Decorrelator SLWA Decorrelator SLWA
4 User
2 User
2 User
4 User

-

- .-..-..- -----

..........

8E-03

7E-03

6E43

5E-03
-5

0

5

SNR(i) - SNR(1) dE,SNR(1) = I l d E

Fig. 4. Comparison (SLWA simulated) with decorrelator for bandwidth
efficient channels.

Section IV in Figs. 19 and 22. The SLWA clearly offers large
capacity improvements over the CLCR when the channel is
MA limited, the improvements being more significant in an
NF situation.
111. MULTIUSERDETECTIONIN FADING
AND MOBILERADIOCHANNELS
Consider a multiuser mobile radio environment. Fading,
oscillator phase instability at transmitter and the dynamically
evolving positions of transmitter and receiver are factors that
preclude the use of coherent communication in a single-user
environment. In a multiuser environment, the tracking has
to be performed in the presence of multiuser interference
in addition to that due to other sources. The above factors
hence prove to be even stronger deterrents to coherent communications in a multiuser environment. We hence follow
[23] in proposing that the SLWA be applied in conjunction
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Fig. 5 . (a) Single-user B-DPSK CLCR receiver. (b) Multiuser B-DPSK SLWA receiver.

with a differentially coherent modulation scheme. In such a
receiver structure, no knowledge of user-received energies or
phases will be required. It must be noted, however, that the
scheme (as does any multiuser detection scheme) relies on the
underlying assumption that the timing point for the sampling
of the matched filter outputs can be accurately determined,
even in a multiple-access limited channel. A simple solution
aimed at low-signal to interference conditions is proposed in
[14]. We focus on binary differential phase shift keying (BDPSK) for CDMA systems. Denoting the quadrature CLCR
outputs as y; and y i , we can write [for the CLCR decision
statistic as depicted in Fig. 5(a)]

prediction, and differentially re-encode the predicted data in
order to apply the correction [lo].

A. Effect of Multipath Fading on DS-CDMA Pe$omance

In a multipath fading environment, we are able to further
dissect the factors contributing to the total interference in a
multiuser DS-CDMA system, as perceived by a single-user
detector. Our discussion on multiuser interference will be
based on the interference to the ith user from the jth user. We
now consider the factors that could magnify the significance of
finite cross correlation between the user codes e, ( t )and c3(t).
I ) Classical Near-Far Effects: The dominant component
here
is due to the inverse square law propagation loss.
6 k ( i ) = sgn [Re{yk(i).y;(i - I)>]
Slow fading or shadowing due to obstructions such as large
= sgn [ { y L ( i ) . y L ( i - 1) yL(i).y;(i - l)}].(15) buildings or mountains, can be grouped together with the latter
to constitute a slow varying dissimilarity in received power
In B-DPSK considered here, the same locally generated
levels often modeled as a log-normal distributed signal. An
code is used on both quadrature branches for demodulation.
equivalent static model based on inverse fourth power law
From the above and Fig. 5(a), it is clear that problems with
regard to multiuser interference and the NFP would exist attenuation is also used [24]. Slow received energy variations
can conceivably be ameliorated by relatively simple open-loop
independently in the two branches. It is shown in [23] for the
power control strategies.
synchronous case that the differentially coherent CLCR is not
2 ) Effect of Fast (Rayleigh) Fading: Fast fading of individNF resistant. We hence propose that the SLWA be applied in
ual users is independent, and the rate of fading is dependent
quadrature prior to differential detection. The strategy is shown
on the vehicle velocity. This is a rapidly fluctuating variant
in Fig. 5(b). Denoting decorrelator outputs on quadrature
of the NFP with the added significance that its negation
branches by d' and d J , the kth-user decision statistic Dk,
using power control techniques becomes more complex with
for B-DPSK can be written
increasing vehicle speed. Here we investigate the effect of
DI,
= dH(i).df(i - 1) d i ( i ) . d i ( i - 1).
(16) fast fading by simulating independent single path fading links
between multiple transmitters and the base station receiver.
By virtue of the decorrelation and the orthogonality of the The propagation environment thus simulated is similar to that
quadrature channels, the differentially coherent SLWA detec- found in a suburban area where a single fading link dominates,
tion scheme is independent of both the received energies and and relatively little energy is distributed over differential delay
phases of the multiple users in the system. Using differential multipaths. A multiuser DS-CDMA simulation model has been
encoding, however, impacts the edge correction strategy. The written. The model uses Gold codes and allows for a capacity
predictive property applies to the convolutionally encoded data comparison of the SLWA and the CLCR in AWGN, fading,
(prior to differential encoding), whereas the edge correction and multipath fading channels. For clarity, we have omitted the
must be applied on the received (differentially encoded) data. BER's after decoding the convolutional code. It was verified
The modified algorithm is required to differentially decode that the BER of the SLWA was <0.4%, whereas the BER of
the index into the look-up table (history data), read off the the CLCR exceeded the error-correcting capability of the half

+

+
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rate code, in most cases. All simulation and analytical results
in this paper are based on all users (other than in a specified
NF situation) possessing the same average received energy
(hence, average received SNR). This is analogous to assuming
that the system has open-loop power control to compensate for
long-term signal variations. No compensation for fast fading is
assumed. From Fig. 6 it is clear that the SLWA outperforms the
CLCR for both thermal noise scenarios. The number of users,
or the spreading factor (SF), has little effect on the SLWA
irreducible, which deviates only marginally from the singleuser case, due to edge-correction errors and Doppler effects.
In the presence of noise, the CLCR benefits greatly from the
increased SF (Fig. 7). The SLWA also benefits because of
reduced interference enhancement, but to a lesser extent than
the CLCR. In Fig. 7 the SLWA performance is only marginally
dependent on the number of users, unlike in the case of the
CLCR, which is in turn relatively insensitive to thermal noise,
when it is MA limited. It is clear, however, that the CLCR is
rendered unusable in a multiuser system because of fast fading,
hence precluding the achievement of bandwidth-efficient MA.
The relative performance of four edge-correction strategies
is investigated by simulation in Figs. 9 and 10 for AWGN and

Rayleigh fading single-path links, respectively. Simulation of
perfect edge correction in a fading channel is computationally
very expensive since it involves saving (and recalling) the
single-user received waveforms for each of the users being
simulated. This precludes the investigation of perfect edge
correction in a multipath fading channel. The impact on
performance of using the CLCR output as an estimate of
the unexplored (edge) data is also shown in Figs. 9 and 10.
This provides an indication of the performance degradation
suffered by the SLWA relative to an ideal decorrelator. From
the curves, it is clear that the SLWA performance is very close
to that of perfect edge correction in the low BER regions. It
must be noted that a practical voice system will be targeted
at this performance region in the first place. The relatively
flat irreducible error curves of Fig. 6 indicate that in a fading
channel, the effects of nonideal edge correction are negligible
in the absence of thermal noise.

B. Multipath Propagation and DS-CDMA
Consider a wide band temporally dispersive channel [25].
In a DS system, a resolution of T, (chip period) is available in
the delay profile. The following channel model based on the
agglomeration of rays within a chip period, or resultant paths,
is hence more appropriate:
M

h(t;T ) =

Ck(t)S(T

k=l

- ICT,).

(17)

~
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For a total delay spread of T,, M is such that MTc >= T,,
where the ck(t) are the complex signal variations of each path.
It is clear that each additional path in the link connecting the
mobile and the base station adds extra interference to an extent
determined by the PN code autocorrelation. The multipath
activity would also contribute to the interference to other users
in the system to an extent determined by the crosscorrelation
coefficients. The said multipath situation is true for all users in
the system. Conceptually, it is possible to model the multipaths
as additional users in the system, each adding to multiuser
interference of the system as a whole and hence limiting its
multiple-access capability. For a system with K users, each of
whose signals arrive via M paths, we have a situation similar
to a system with K M users transmitting along independent
fading links similar to those considered above. Turin [SI shows
that there is a five- to twentyfold decrease in the number
of simultaneous users permissible in going from single-path
nonfading links to dense, urban multipath links. This is caused
by an aggravated version of the NFP, which arises from the
fading of correlation noise, and its replication due to multipath
propagation. In urban environments where several multipaths
could arrive with similar energy but antiphase fading patterns,
power control based on the primary received path is likely to
enhance the interference component from an antiphase fading
path. It follows that power control could prove to be selfdefeating in a dense multipath environment.
C. The RAKE-SLWA Receiver

The RAKE receiver implementation in a DS-CDMA system
exploits the concept of internal diversity, which is inherent
to DS systems. Clearly the taps of the RAKE receiver 1251,
[26] are based on the CLCR and are hence prone to the
NFP. Treating each multipath as an additional user in the

system, decorrelating techniques can be applied to retrieve
the significant multipaths. It is important to note that the
problem of phase alignment, prior to combining the outputs
of the individual RAKE receiver taps, is alleviated by using
the differential scheme proposed earlier. Clearly, the dimension of the decorrelation problem is increased by a factor
equivalent to the square of the number of multipaths being
combined. A trade-off between complexity and performance
will have to be arrived at in a practical system. As discussed
in Section 11-D, a decorrelating algorithm is probably the
most inexpensive interference cancellation technique on a periteration (symbol) basis (also see Section IV, [lo]). Significant
linear system recomputation costs, however, impose a limit
to multipath decorrelation. This will leave the system with
residual multipath interference that will accumulate to limit
capacity. Additional users will hence degrade the system by
contributing to residual multipath interference. For a decorrelator with DPSK RAKE multipath combining, we have a
decision variable D given by
M

n=l

where d k , n ( z ) is a complex decorrelator output for the nth path
of the kth user over the ith symbol interval. We can write for
B-DPSK
M

D

=
n=l

dL,n(i).dL,n(i- 1) +

M

dkJ,,(i>.dj&(i - 1). (19)
n=l

A schematic diagram of the resulting RAKE-SLWA receiver
is shown in Fig. 8. The mobile radio channel simulation is
based on a tapped delay line model [27]. In order to obtain realistic results in the light of excessive simulation time required
for multiuser DS-CDMA, we assume an open-loop power
control strategy that compensates for propagation loss and very
slow fading. No compensation for fast fading is assumed. The
tap weights for the channel model are independent Rayleigh
distributed signals [27]. Doppler frequencies along each path
of each user are derived from the vehicle speed and randomly
assigned arrival angles. In light of equations (49), (60), (61)
(see Section IV), the total interference variance is clearly
dependent on three factors: a) magnitude of crosscorrelations
(hence elements of D,M ) determined by the SF, b) absolute
dimension of the zero forcing problem, and c) magnitude of
the residual multipath energy relative to the signal energy.
The trade-off between the last two factors will depend largely
on the delay profile of the channel. In terms of RAKE
decorrelation, decorrelating additional paths reduces c) but
increases b). Similarly, increasing SF for a fixed number of
RAKE taps tends to decrease a) while increasing c). It is clear
that adding users contributes to both b) and c). The effect of
system parameters is sumamrized in Table I. The comparison
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is made on the basis that the data rate remains constant, so
that increasing the SF results in a proportional increase in the
spread bandwidth. Fig. 11 clearly demonstrates the capacity
improvements offered by increasing the combining depth in
the case of the SLWA. In contrast, the CLCR performance is
not improved once MA limited. Processing additional paths
gives the decorrelator deterministic access to a larger proportion of the total multipath energy. As the combining depth
is reduced, accumulated multipath energy affects the SLWA
performance resulting in it eventually becoming MA-limited
as well, and approaching the performance of the CLCR.
It is seen from the analysis in [28] and from Fig. 12 (the
simulation used an 1-r sloping profile for the mean received
path energies, with T, = 3.2 ,us), that the lower correlation
values result in the impact of c) being reduced at the higher SF.
The benefits of combining additional paths is hence reduced
as the SF is increased. Alternatively, the benefit (if any)
of increasing the SF decreases as the number of combined
paths is increased. In the limit, this suggests that singlepath decorrelation will suffice for high SF (wideband) DSCDMA. Fig. 12 also shows that bandwidth-efficient capacity
improvements due to doubling the SF can be achieved only

for moderate loading. The region over which such capacity
improvements are available decreases as the combining depth
is increased. Fig. 13 shows the SNR performance for selected
of users and combined Paths.
s-"

FILTER
IV. DECORRELATOR
COEFFICIENT
UPDATINGALGORITHM
Here we propose a novel algorithm for the dynamic updating
of decorrelator coefficients, which lends itself to fully parallel
ASIC implementation, thus making finite sequence length
decorrelation comparable to successive cancellation techniques
such as CDMA-IC [13] and minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) techniques [29] in complexity. The decorrelator
has a low per-iteration cost due to its standard zero-forcing
operation. In contrast, CDMA-IC [13] is inherently a serial
solution based on successive cancellation of users proposed
by Viterbi [12]. A channel gain table needs to be maintained
and updated in response to the dynamic nature of the mobile radio channel. Additional users or multipath combining
hence represent additional steps in a serial process. MMSE
algorithms for interference rejection make modest demands
on information regarding interfering users. The frequency of
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training required and adaptation strategies, which are critical
factors for the dynamically varying mobile radio channel,
have not been addressed fully in the literature. A bulk of the
processing once again translates to a per-iteration processing
load.
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TDecorrelator Output

Fig. 14. Zero-forcing decorrelator.

Row Correction Vectors

ICorrectionto First Used

A. Finite Sequence Length Decorrelation
Central to the implementation a decorrelating algorithm
is the solution of the linear system (13). The solution can
be disected into the inversion or LU decomposition of the
system matrix, followed by the repeated solution of the system
for different LHS (corrected matched filter output vectors in
SLWA) vectors. The former operation needs to be performed
on a relatively infrequent basis. The latter, however, has to
conform to the processing delay restrictions of the system.
1 ) Zero-Force Equalizer Implementation: Iterations are implemented inexpensively using a simple zero-force equalizer
structure (Fig. 14). The tap weights for the equalizer are
derived from the inverse crosscorrelation matrix. From (13),
it is clear that

FvBI,(i)= m,:.x

U

Column Correction vectors

Fig. 15. Correction vectors-example.

not applicable to loading scenarios found in practice. We now
propose a strategy that avoids recomputing the linear system.

(20)

B. Filter CoefJicient Updating Algorithm
where R
:,; is the kth row within the ith block of the inverse
Here we propose a novel algorithm for updating the filter coof R. The decorrelator is the simplest interference cancellation
technique to implement on a periteration basis. Furthermore, efficients in response to changes in the correlation coefficients,
specialized high-speed ZF equalizer IC technology is readily using a fully parallel architecture. The architecture lends itself
available. Let K be the total number of pathshsers being to a direct trade-off between parallelism and processing delay.
decorrelated, and let M , A, S , D denote multiplications, The algorithm is based on the Sherman-MorrisonFormula [31]
additions, subtractions and divisions, respectively. The cost and exploits the sparse nature of the block tridiagonal system
matrix. We refer to Fig. 15 in the following discussion. A
of a single decorrelation operation is given by
change with respect to one user or path will result in changes
Z F Cost : N K M N K A .
(21) in the elements of a single row and column of the lower and
upper triangular matrices R(1) and R(- 1) and the symmetric
Fig. 14 also depicts the requirement to update the decorrematrix R(0). It will only be in the worst case that all the
lator filter coefficients in response to changes in the crosscorcross-correlation coefficients related to the user concerned
relation matrix. This involves updating the inverse correlation
will change significantly. N rows and an equal number of
matrix and represents a significant computational overhead.
columns need to be corrected. For clarity, we consider only
This problem is addressed below.
row-wise corrections. Let w, PL be N K vectors. Let 'u be a
2) Solution Using LU Decomposition: Using the LU derow correction vector containing the corrections to the row of
composition approach (particularly amenable to block
R being considered. The sparsity of the vector w will depend
tridiagonal systems) has attractive features from the viewpoint
on the number of coefficients affected. In the worst case, this
of storage requirements and if restricted to serial processing
vector will have only 2K (contiguous) nonzero elements (see
[lo], [18]. Extending Stone's recursive doubling algorithm
Fig. 15). We note that
[20] for tridiagonal matrices to give a parallel algorithm for the
block tridiagonal case, we have verified that the parallelization
of the process is worthwhile only if N >> K [lo], and hence is

+
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if u is the unit vector ej, then the correction vector can be
applied (added) to the jth row of R as follows:

Correction to 1st User
2nd Block (Example)

NK

Inverse
Matrix

I__

R+R+uUw.

The new inverse matrix is then ( R + u @ w ) - ' .
(R

+ A)-'

(23)
Put A = a@w

+

= ( I %-'A)-'%-'
= S I --~
R-lAR-1
- (%-1A)3R-1

L

NU

+ (R-lA)zR-l

21 @ v)-1

Columl

-on

(4

+ (%-'A)'
(24)

Expanding, replacing A by u @ w and using the associativity
of outer and inner products to factor out the scalar term
p = JR-lu

+

m

+ . ..

+ . . .).

-

-k+l

IO WI

= %-' - ( K I A R - ' ) ( I - R - l A

(R

NK

Fig. 16. Parallel correction setup.

= 9-l -

U ~ . % ~ ' ( l - p + p ~ - p ~ + . .(25)
.).
Clearly, this is the overhead cost incurred for any one row
or column correction. Let a processing unit PU1 perform an
operation of the form

This leads to [17]

2K

Gj.Pj

where
3=1

Without loss of generality, consider a correction initiated by
the first user and the corresponding row in the second block
of R. The edge blocks are special cases (even more sparse)
[17]. u is in this case the ( K + l)st unit vector, and w is
all zero except for the first 2K elements. We require only
one such correction vector, since the others are easily derived
by a cyclic shift. Define P to be a sub-matrix of R-' of
dimension 2K x N K comprising the rows corresponding to
the 2K nonzero elements of w. Further denote the nonzero
part of w by G and denote the zth column of a matrix M by
M z . Considering each of the terms given by (27) in fum, it
can be shown that [17]

w = GTP

(29)

We have hence expressed the terms o f (27) in terms of the
rows and columns of the inverse system matrix W 1and the
correction vector.
1) Estimation of Operation Counts: Here the computations
involved in correcting the system matrix is estimated. w from
(29) is given by
2K

wj = ZGi.Pj(i).
i=l

where p is a column of P. By using N K degree parallelism at
this stage (see Fig. 15), the serial operation count is 2KM
2KA and can be implemented using multiply-accumulate
devices. Now, let

+

Q = z @ w giving

Substituting in (26) from (28), (30), (32) we have

+

The single-cell correction operation count is hence 1M
1A 1s+ 1D. Varying degrees of parallelism can be used at
this stage, depending on ergonomic restrictions, cost, and stateof-the-art ASIC technology. We note that there is no specific
need to locate all cells performing (33) on the same device.
Full parallelism is hence feasible by dividing up the row
or column space over several identical IC's. Configurations
for reduced parallelism and corresponding operation counts
are found in [17]. Clearly, we have to repeat the operation
discussed above 2N times, taking into account the edge blocks.
The correction algorithm is given below for the fully parallel
cell computation. When an interval of the form [l 5 j 5 N ]
appears after a statement, that statement is assumed to be
executed simultaneously for all indices in that interval. The

+

~
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mathematical expression being executed is enclosed in { .}.
We assume the correction applies to the lcth user.
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before to compute the matrix inverse. The operation counts
are summarized in Table I.

v. MATHEMATICAL
ANALYSISOF
SLIDING WINDOW DECORRELATOR

Correction Algorithm:
BEGIN
Setup row (w), column (u)correction vectors
FOR 2 = rows ( T ) , columns (c) DO
Setup 5 ii from T (c) correction vectors
FOR (i = 1 STEP i , UNTIL N)
IF (i NEQ 1) AND (i NEQ N)
Set P to 2K rows of R-’
start : ( ( i - 2)K + k)th x (7-/c)
ELSE
IF (2 EQ 1)
Set P to (K k - 1) x ( T / C ) ’ S of W 1
start : ( ( i - l)K k ) t h x ( T / C )
ELSE
Set P to (2K - IC) x ( T / C ) ’ S of R-l
start : ( ( i - l ) K k)th x ( T / c )
Set z to ((2 - l ) K
z(c/.)

+

+

+

+

Compute w,;[l 5 j 5 NK]

{

6,.p,}
Compute Q p , q ; [1 I P , Q 5 NKI{zp.wq)
Compute Correction L I ~
[l , ~
5 ; p, q

I

Here we summarize the development of a mathematical
model for the sliding window decorrelator operating in a
multiuser asynchronous, differentially coherent DS-CDMA
system. The exact BER analysis of the sliding window receiver is not analytically tractable due to the edge-correction
involved. We hence make the simplifying assumption that
perfect edge correction is achieved. The accuracy of this
assumption increases as the overall error rate decreases, as
seen from Figs. 9 and 10. The standard decorrelator [l] has
been analyzed in [32] and [33] for a quasi-stationary channel
assuming optimum (complete) RAKE combining. In addition
to the analysis of a sliding window system, the contribution
of this work is the analysis for a nonstationary channel
and the effects of incomplete RAKE decorrelationkombining.
The model can be used to investigate the effects of RAKE
combining depth, spreading factor and code sets, symbol rate,
and window size on the performance of the receiver in AWGN,
single-path and multipath fading channels. The analysis is for
differential BPSK.
A. Terminology

We consider a K user system. Ej, Aj are the received
energy and amplitude respectively, of the jth user, whose
Apply Correction to R
;’;
[l 5 p , q 5 relative delay is denoted by rj. B j is the carrier phase of the jth
user incorporating the transmit data polarity during the current
“3;: R
:;
- 4,ll
symbol interval. For the analysis in fading, let gj ( t )and $j be
END
the
amplitude and phase variations due to fading, respectively,
The upperAower triangular structure of the matrices R(- l),
R(1) relies on the users being ordered according to their for the j t h user. More terminology is introduced as the analysis
delays. Clearly, the condition ceases to hold if the timing of progresses and unless otherwise specified corresponds to that
a user changes to such an extent as to change its position in in Section 11.
the delay table, requiring repeated swapping of users. From
this point of view, it is beneficial in the long term to remove B. Differential Detection in AWGN
the restriction on delay-ordering. R remains block tridiagonal,
Let the statistics obtained over adjacent symbol intervals be
but R( -1) and R( 1)have to be treated as being full matrices. X and Y . Our decision variable is then a special case of the
We hence have a contiguous block of 3K potentially nonzero Gaussian quadratic form and is given by D = XY* X*Y.
elements in the correction vectors. A moderate number of new The probability of error can be derived in terms of the means
users can be accommodated by maintaining unused slots in the X and 7,
and the second central moments M x x ,Myy,and
correlation matrices and correcting them to accommodate the Mzy.Without loss of generality, we consider the first user,
new user. An attractive feature of the strategy is that, once in when users are numbered according to their delays. Further,
place, the hardware architecture can be used to compute the no generality is lost by setting the relative delay of this user to
matrix inverse in the first instance or periodically thereafter. zero. We denote the matched filter outputs in adjacent symbol
We start with R = ?3V1= I. NK row corrections are applied intervals as yl(i) and y l ( i - 1)
to R so as to arrive at the desired partial correlation matrix.
K
2) Synchronous DS-CDMA: In the case of synchronous
Yl(4 =
q q e x p wj,%-lIf21,j(l)
DS-CDMA, the algorithm collapses to the original Shermanj=1
Morrison formula. Clearly, only R(0) exists, and hence only
+exp [jej,%IRl,j(o)>nl(4 (34)
one row operation and one column operation are required. The
correction vectors are now full but have only K elements. K
degree parallelism can be used to compute w. z is a column where
of R(O), and (26)-(30) and (33) hold as before. The cell
computations can be performed fully in parallel with only
n(t - iT).s“l(t- i T )dt.
K2 processing units. The architecture can be extended as

NKl

Q P , ~

.
’

l+w(%-qK+k

+

+

+

~
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We denote the decorrelating detector for the ith bit of our
Gth) user by ha,j.The detector is defined to be the j t h row
within the ith block of the inverse matrix W1.
Let the window
span be W bits, and assume the window slides by one vector
each iteration providing W estimates for averaging. From the
properties established in [ 11, the decorrelator outputs are void
of multiuser interference terms giving
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Fig. 17. Effect of SF for fixed SNR (AWGN, numerical).

is shown in [28] that for the case under considerations, the
probability of error can be written in terms of the SNR per
bit y
and p = i - W , denotes the starting point of the window under
consideration. The summations on the right-hand side of (35)
are zero mean Gaussian random variables with identical variance (M,, = Myy).For differentially encoded transmission
= L = Et'2.
of +I, we have
1) Evaluation of Second Central Moments: The noise correlation term pn can be written using a set of noise covariance
matrices D(z),where i represents the lag between the data windows being correlated. Let the start positions of the windows
being correlated by q and T and the corresponding data items
being detected be s and t, where q - r = s - t. A typical
correlation term can be written [28]

x

pn = hTD(q - r)ht.2a2.

(37)

Details of the evaluation of the noise covariance matrix can
be found in [l] and [28]. It can be shown that
D(gK+k),(mK+n)

(2>
' =

{y
k n

0) i f m - j = i a n d T k : = 7 n

otherwise

(38)
where 0 5 j , m 5 W - 1 and 1 5 k , n 5 K . In the case of
M x y ,we must introduce the effect of correlating over adjacent
symbol intervals
jin

= h%(q

-T

+ l)h.a2.

(39)

We now return to the problem of evaluating M x x ,Myv,and
Mzy.From equations ( 3 3 , (37), and (39)

- w w

Figs. 17 and 18 are numerical examples obtained from the
analytical model described. From Fig. 17 it is clear that the
impact of thermal noise is more significant than that of the
number of users, as would be expected from a decorrelating
solution. Both graphs show that the impact of SF increases as
the number of users is increased. This arises because of the
growing size of the decorrelation problem and the higher level
of interference enhancement at the lower SF. The results also
demonstrate that the SF has less significance as the channel
gets noise limited. Fig. 19 shows the deterioration in performance as the number of users approaches the processing gain
(PG) of the system. It is seen that interference enhancement
effects preclude the use of decorrelation to achieve bandwidthefficient multiple access in large systems at standard operating
SNR'S.

C. Pe$ormance Analysis in Multipath Fading Channels
Consider a time-variant frequency-selective channel over
which direct sequence signaling is employed. Let the total
multipath spread be T, and the chip period and symbol period
be T, and T,, respectively. We assume that T, >> T,, thereby
neglecting any intersymbol interference due to multipath. With
reference to equation (17), the magnitudes Icn(t)l = g n ( t ) are
assumed Rayleigh distributed and their phases & ( t )uniformly
distributed on (2x1, with independence between taps from the
uncorrelated scattering assumption [25].The decision variable
for the RAKE decorrelator Fig. 8 is given by
M

Using the expression for the probability of error in the case
of B-DPSK based on the Gaussian quadratic form [25], it

D =C

M
x k Y ; -t-x,*Yk

k=l

=x d k
k=l

(43)
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W is the covariance matrix of the decision vector w. We
partition the covariance matrix W
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Fig. 18. Effect of SF for fixed loading (AWGN, numerical).

E:p.j;q(O

= PM(i-l)+p),((S-M)(j-l)+(q-"))(9.

We can now write the quadrature matched filter output for the
kth path of the jth user during the A th symbol interval. For
clarity, we analyze (with no loss of generality-due to the
independence of terms on quadrature branches) only one of
the quadrature terms

BER
1E-01
1E42

yjl& - AT) = q,rC(A) + P j , k ( A ) + V j , k ( A ) .

(49)
The decorrelating detector for the ith bit within a particular
window for the yth path of the xth user is denoted by h y , i .
For the purpose of analysis, stationarity of phase is assumed
over the sliding span of the decorrelating window. We have
for the multipath case

1E-03
1E-04

1E-05
1E-06
1E-07

i

~

... .
1E-06

The users are assumed ordered according to their delays,
and the paths of each user are grouped together. The partial
correlation matrices now have dimension S K x S K , and
the arrangement of the elements differs from that defined
earlier in that the crosscorrelation terms pertaining to paths
of the same user are grouped together. We define a set
of residual crosscorrelation matrices P ( i ) having dimension
M K x K ( S - M ) . The entries are the partial correlation
coefficients between each of the M K decorrelated paths and
the (S - M ) K paths that are not resolved by the RAKE
receiver. We define the following notation
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Fig. 19. Bandwidth-efficient system in AWGN, SF 63 (numerical).

where xk and Yk are the outputs from the kth decorrelated
RAKE tap during consecutive symbol intervals. We collect the
decision statistics into a vector w

w =

E:]

(44)

and similarly for wy. The
where w s = [xl,...,X~]
decision statistic can be written as a Hermitian quadratic form
WI, WI, M I

I.

W-l K

M

k p + l h=O j = 1 k = l

(50)
where p = i - W .Referring back to (49), a j , k ( A ) represents
the contribution of the M K paths to be decorrelated. It is clear
from the properties of the decorrelating detector [11 that these
terms are eliminated except when (j,k , i) = (x,y, x ) , in
which case we are left with the desired signal. This leaves
us with an interference term, which is a function of the
correlated thermal noise qj,k(i) and the residual interference
/3j,k(z), which is made up of contributions from each of the
( S - M ) x K paths outside the decorrelation and combining
depth. The residual interference term is given by
K
p=l

D

= wTQw

(45)

For the case of differentially coherent detection, we have
0

0.5I~

An expression for the probability of error is derived in [28] in
terms of the eigenvalues A i of the matrix R,, = W.Q

The noise samples qj,k(A) are independent zero mean Gaussian random variables with identical variance a'(= NOT).The
residual interference term is expanded in [28]. The [;zk(i; A)
terms represent the residual interference contribution from the
pth user to the j, kth matched filter output and are of the form
S
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We aim at developing a model parameterized on a particular
system configuration since a general result requires a degree
of Monte Carlo simulation [36]. It can be shown [28] that the
random variables [;2k(i;A), (i = -1, 0, l), for all p , X are
zero mean Gaussian random variables and that
2E-03

1 E-03

The decision variables for the z, yth path can be written

5E-04
.J

3E-04
2E-04
1504

'

I
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I
I
15

I

20

No of Users
Fig. 20. Effect of SF for fixed SNR (single-path fading, numerical).

expectation terms we have, for the submatrices in (48)

.
and similarly for Yy, where p = z - W and the notation for the
noise samples has changed such that Q M(3--l)+k
~ , ~
vj,k(l+h).
The random variables X , and Yy have zero mean for the
Rayleigh fading case [28]. For the purposes of evaluating the
submatrices W2,3,
we define three sets of matrices M", M Z 2 ,
and M I 2 .The matrices have dimension N M K x N M K and
the abbreviated notation

w w

*

where C is the covariance matrix of the single user fadin
channel and p;'" is the fading correlation coefficient of the
vth path of the uth user. The fading correlation coefficient is
related to the vehicle speed and hence the Doppler frequency
by (for the jth path of the desired user) [37]

where R;(r) = E[g3(t)g;(t- r ) ]and Jo, is the zeroth-order
Bessel function of the first kind. In our case of independent
fading, C is a diagonal matrix with E,, = yx,p.The error
probability follows from evaluating the eigenvalues of the
matrix W.Q and equation (47). We consider single-path fading
(typical of a suburban environment). The numerical results
of Fig. 20 support the simulation results of Figs. 6 and 7.
In Fig. 21 the effect of SF is more significant for a larger
number of users because of the increased magnitude of the
decorrelation problem. Fig. 22 shows the deterioration in
performance as the number of users approaches the PG. So far,
is used. The noise covariance matrix D of (38) can be rewritten we have considered an exact computation of the intererence
covariance matrices, the setting up of which is computationally
for the multipath case as
expensive for the multipath case. We now consider a simpler
approach that makes use of the Gaussian approximation for
multiuser interference [36].
1) Multipath Fading Analysis Using Gaussian Approximawhere 0
j , 1 5 W - 1, and 0 5 h,m 5 K - 1 and tion: With reference to the exact analysis, the terms aj,k(X),
1 5 k , n 5 M . From the independence of the quadrature P J , k ( X ) , of (49) and (51) are assumed to be complex Gaussian.
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Fig. 23. Effect of combining depth at 22 dB (numerical).

where

1E41

1-2

Furthermore, as justified in [28] for an asynchronous system,
we can write
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The matrices of (55)-(57) can be written (clearly M1' =
M22)

SNR
Fig. 22. Bandwidth-efficient system in single-path fading, SF 63 (numerical).

The accuracy of this assumption is discussed in [38]. We define
the single random variable A j , k ( A ) = Aj,,(A) j . A i k ( A ) ,
once again considering only one of the quadrature branches

11
l;m;n,i;j;k

c

0

for r - s = 1 - i, and (m,n) = ( j ,k)
otherwise
(65)

$if

for T - s = I - i + 1, and (m,n) = ( j ,k )
otherwise.

. (r, s ) =

+

= pj,k(A)

+Vj,k(A).

(60)

The results of [36] and [39] are extended in [28] for the case
of unequal fading power on individual paths. A;,k is, in fact, a
summation of ( S - M ) K random variables (interferers)
where
= b,X-lJ:lk(l:
A),
bpJp'
x j k (0; A),
bpx+1 Cp'
j k (-1; A),

xi,,

+

xi,,

+

and
A), denotes the qth term in the summation of
equation (52). We then have
J$ik(z;

E[lAj,k(A)121

K

S

NoT+x

A:T2R;'"(0)t2

p = l q=M+1

&

E' is shown to be equal to
[38], where N , is the spreading
factor. We can then write [28]

E[lAj,rc(A)12]= 2NoT

+ +I;("

(62)

M l ;12
m;n,i;j;k

. ( r , s) =

0

(66)
The matrices W;j are derived as before. The numerical results
of Figs. 23 and 24 are for an SF of 127. The numerical curves
support the trends of the simulation results of Figs. 11-13.
Comparing Figs. 13 and 24, the crossover between the various
combining depths is seen to be approached at a lower SNR in
the case of the simulated (nonideal) case. From Fig. 23 it is
clear that the potential benefit from combining additional paths
in the case of an 1-r sloping power delay profile decreases
as the number of users and the magnitude of the problem
increases. The idealized analysis shows superior performance
over the simulated case, due both to the assumptions made and
to the fact that instantaneous NF effects caused by fast fading
are not fully accounted for in a mathematical analysis.
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cost, and the potential solution to the recomputation problem
proposed make the SLWA an attractive centralized solution to
the near-far problem.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a sliding window decorrelating algorithm, which when combined with RAKE multipath
combining offers large capacity improvements over the CLCR
in a mobile radio environment. The algorithm is based on a
finite sequence length formulation and is hence less complex
and more flexible than the standard decorrelator. A mathematical model that investigates in particular the impact of residual
multipath energy was developed. Numerical results, together
with those from simulation, where presented.
The algorithm is seen to ameliorate the requirement for
closed-loop power control if sufficient diversity is used for
a given combining depth. The CLCR, however, is rendered
unusable by multipath fading in the absence of dynamic
power control. An interplay between system parameters, such
as combining depth, loading, SF, and PN code correlation
properties, was identified and discussed. The results have
shown that it is possible, by increasing the SF, to reduce
the combining depth required in the case of channels with
decaying power delay profiles, which are often encountered
in practice. These findings augur well for the application of
decorrelation for wider BW’s. In the limit, this should allow
primary (single path) decorrelation for wideband CDMA.
In a practical system, however, bandwidth efficiency and
complexity issues are important. It was seen from the results
that under such constraints a decorrelating solution is likely
to be positioned for low- to medium-spread bandwidths where
the dual benefits of low residual energy for a given combining
depth and low interference enhancement can be achieved.
We have also addressed some of the complexity issues of
finite sequence length decorrelation. Competing solutions to
the decorrelator have significantly larger per-iteration cost.
The computational overhead of the decorrelator lies in the
recomputation of the linear system solution on an infrequent
basis. To alleviate this problem, we have proposed a coefficient
correction algorithm for finite sequence length decorrelators.
The algorithm is suitable for implementation on a fully parallel
ASIC.
We can hence conclude that the large capacity improvements offered by the SLWA over the CLCR, low periteration
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